CAS8 is Mirrabooka’s
primary health product. It
is a complete clinic
manager. Originally
designed for radiotherapy,
it is suitable for any large

Clinic Administration System
Provides for patient
appointments, records
patient attendance and
manages patient notes

CAS8 is Mirrabooka’s flagship product from the health division. It is the
upgrade to our original GUI, Cas2001. It is able to manage very large clinics
and multiple sites. With CAS8 we have moved completely into the graphical
user interface (GUI) environment. This has been achieved through the use of
the latest technology Java™. Our Java™ based front end on the workstation
provides full graphical windowing and functionality, while retaining a narrow
bandwidth of data flow to and from the server. This guarantees a quick
response (even over dial-up access), but most importantly allows multi-centred
practices to share a single central server. Functionality extends from
appointments, details of service, to a full debtors system. CAS8 can provide a
complete paperless environment for patient notes.

Features:
Clinic Reception
■
■
■

Appointment all types
Patient history/Clinic history
Multiple providers
HIC Online

Provides a full billing
■
system including bulk- Doctors
■
Can view patients waiting
billing, HIC Online,
■
Online notes & incoming reports
invoicing, receipting,
statements, outstanding Accounting
■
Details of service feed directly to
debtors and reporting
invoices
■
■

Receipts feed to banking slips
Manage outstanding debtors

Clinical & Reporting
■

Typing
■
■

Import to MS Word and Open Office
Copy doctor addresses to letters &
envelopes

Flexibility
■
■

Customisations that can be turned
on or off
Add your own fields

Security
■
■

Individuals don’t have access to
modules they don’t need
Journal of all data changes provides
rollback or recovery

Manage data for statistics
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CAS8— Description
Clinic Reception
View up to six
weeks of
bookings on
the one
screen

Appointment Setting
CAS8 provides the ultimate in patient appointments. View up to six weeks of bookings on
the one screen.
Make or delete appointments, or choose other patients without ever leaving the appointment screen.
CAS8 is ideally suitable for Radiotherapy or
Medical Oncology, where the patient needs to
be given multiple appointments for a course
of treatment.

Setup your
look/patient
menu to be
totally patientcentric

Add comments for each appointment as necessary. Make any number of appointments at
a time. Display treatment and doctors diaries
together and make appointments for either.

Menus & Lists
Menus in CAS8 are flexible. Users are given
only the menu items that they need. In CAS8
we can use the mouse or keystrokes to navigate, so existing CAS users do

not need to change their practice of using the
keyboard alone. With CAS8 you can setup
your look/patient menu to be totally patientcentric. Thus after choosing your patient you
can choose any menu option that is patient
oriented such as appointments, receipting,
invoicing, letters etc.
Lists in CAS8 are more extensive
and flexible than with CAS. You can
scroll up and down the lists with either the mouse or arrow keys.

Form Displays

Display patients
photo ID in the
lower right hand
corner

CAS8 forms exploit the full flexibility of GUI
interface. Form displays are crisp. Noneditable fields are clearly greyed out.
The mouse can move you to any field quickly
to make a change.
The patients photo ID can be displayed in the
lower right hand corner for positive identification. The <help> or <F1> key will bring up a
context sensitive window to provide you with
immediate help on every field.

CAS8 — Description
Doctors
Doctors can
view patients
waiting

Import into
Microsoft
Word at the
touch of a key

Doctors and treatment staff can view patients
waiting. Patient notes can be viewed online
as can incoming letters, referrals, diagrams,
pathology and radiology.

Accounting
Details of service from reception or treatment
areas feed directly into invoices, bulk-billing
etc. Invoices can be done one at a time or as
a batch job for a weekly mailout. Receipting
feeds directly into banking. CAS8 can manage
all HIC special requirements such as Capital
Component reimbursement, equipment
numbers and LSPN numbers. It can print
account statements and manage bad debtors.

CAS8 is an approved HIC Online provider. You
can make patient claims to Medicare as part
of the receipting process, or when invoicing.

Typing
Import Into MS Word
CAS8 can drastically improve writing letters to letters or import to MS Word or Open
referring doctors by completing addresses and Office for a more professional look.
copies at the touch of a key. It can print its own

On-line Documentation

Click on the book icon at any time and CAS8
will display the documentation window. It will
also try to be context sensitive. No more do you
need to find “the book” as it is always there.
Not only that but it gets updated with every upgrade.

Documentation
updated with
every upgrade

Clinical & Reporting
CAS8 can manage your specific clinical data
that would be required for Cancer Clinics etc.
You can design your own data fields and

forms. There are several methods of data extraction as well as many standard reporting
modules.

Flexibility
Customise to
suit your needs

CAS8 has several hundred customisation options that can be turned on or off according to
your needs. Additionally, CAS8 has a powerful

query program to create modules specific to
your needs and link them into your menus.

Security
Menus are customisable for each user. Thus
individuals don’t have access to modules that
they don’t need. The underlying database also
has access control down to the field level. We

can also force a user ID stamp on registration,
patient notes and appointments. The
underlying database journals all data changes
to provide rollback and recovery.

